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Over the past 50 years Airclaims 
has built a trusted reputation for 
delivering reliable and innovative 
solutions to the aviation industry.  
In 2011, Airclaims joined forces  
with international loss adjusting firm 
McLarens. The merger greatly extended 
the company’s global reach. Airclaims 
is now part of a global network of over 
300 offices. This strategic union is playing 
an important role in Airclaims’ ongoing 
efforts to provide a local presence and 
rapid response to the needs of the 
aviation industry.

Moving forward post merger, to better 
reflect the expanded resource gained by 
joining McLarens, Airclaims will now be 
known as McLarens Aviation.  

50 years...
and counting

Product lines
—

Claims

Risk

Asset

Legal

Liability

Engineering



Global Network

USA & CANADA

CARIBBEAN

LATIN AMERICA

UK & IRELAND



EUROPE

Local Presence

MIDDLE EAST  
& AFRICA

ASIA PACIFIC

AUSTRALASIA



2014 marks the company’s 50th year of service to 
the global aviation industry. As McLarens Aviation 
looks forward to the next 50, it is clear that the 
industry is changing.
Increasing numbers of underwriters, brokers and self-insured 
companies worldwide are demanding more uniform and 
streamlined claims management services. McLarens Aviation is 
committed as a business to meeting these requirements both 
now and in the future. 

Integrating with McLarens has meant upgrading systems, 
streamlining processes, a deepening of the knowledge pool 
and expanding of the global network. For clients this means 
simpler, more consistent delivery of service, underpinned by an 
unrivalled level of quality. 

The pledge to provide an unparalleled level of service to clients  
remains unchanged. McLarens Aviation will continue to work 
tirelessly towards the vision of becoming the service provider of 
choice in every aviation market.

New name
Same pledge





Unrivalled Reputation

Nigel Minett

David Bickerton

John Bayley

Ken Forsyth

Nick Payne

Jo Bradley

Kevin Betts

David Hitchen

Paul Clark

Boris Bychkov Daria Kartovitskaya Wayne Donald



Unparalleled Service 

Geoff Hirst

Laetitia Villeroy

Jaco van der Merwe

Andy Pickford

Maneesh Shrestha

Gabriel Saucedo

Fernando Rodrigues

Pablo Di Pasquale

Alberto Martinez

Tan Soon Keat Joanna Stanley Bill Garcia



McLarens Aviation’s goal is to deliver the best in aviation 
risk, asset and claims management services, worldwide.

QUALITY is at the heart of the company.  
McLarens employees live by a set of shared values  
that guide their actions and behaviours:

EXCELLENCE

TEAMWORK

RESPECT

KNOWLEDGE

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

Goal and Values



“ “McLarens Aviation is playing a  
key role in McLarens’ vision of  
being the loss adjuster of  
choice in every market in  
which it operates.

Vern Chalfant
McLarens - CEO



www.mclarensaviation.com


